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Let H$ denote the (separable) Hilbert space of all functions defined 
on the unit circle with values in the separable Hilbert space x 
and which are weakly in the Hardy class H2. We are interested in 
closed subspaces A? of H$ which are invariant under the right 
shift operator (“invariant subspaces”) and which have the additional 
property of containing all analytic directions in the sense that if 
FEHS, then fF E A?? for some scalar function f. Concerning such 
subspaces we raise the following question. 
CONJECTURE 1. If an invariant subspace A’ contains all analytic 
directions then there exists a scalar inner function 4 such that 
A’3qH$. 
In this paper it is shown that invariant subspaces which contain all 
directions and which satisfy either of two additional hypotheses must 
indeed contain a subspace of the form qH$ (Theorems 6 and 7). 
These results are analogous to uniform boundedness assertions and 
the proofs rest ultimately upon a category argument and some technical 
facts about scalar inner functions. The paper concludes with two 
unpublished results of Helson (Theorems 9 and 10) which show that a 
subspace containing all directions cannot be maximal. 
Let FE H$ and let d(.&) be the range function defined by 
$(eiz) = the subspace of A? spanned by F(&). Then 
{G E H& : G(P) E f(eiz) a.e.} 
is an invariant subspace ([3], p. 57) and is therefore of the form 
{fE : f E H2}, where E E H$ and 11 E(eiz)/l = 1 a.e. E is called the 
unitary outer function in the direction of F. It is unique up to a scalar 
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factor of modulus 1 and is characterized among the unitary H$ 
functions in the direction of F by the properties: fE E H’$ if and only 
if f E H2, or, equivalently: if qE E H& where Q is inner, then 4 is 
constant. If E E H$ is unitary and J&’ C H> is invariant then 
{f E L2 : fE E 4> is a (closed) invariant subspace of L2 which if it is 
# (0) cannot be doubly invariant ([3], p. 7) and is therefore of the 
form qH2, where 1 q(e”“)j = 1 a.e. Clearly if E were outer Q would be 
inner; i.e., in Hz. Let E = qlE, , where E1 is outer and q1 is inner and 
suppose plE, E A, where p, is inner. Then p&E E ~4’ which implies 
that qH2 n H2 # (0), and therefore q must be a quotient of inner 
functions ([7], p. 167). If f or some F E H$ , fF E A for a scalar func- 
tion f, where .I C H$ is invariant, then letting F = gE where E 
is unitary and outer and g E H2, and supposing that hE E J&? if and 
only if h E qH2, it is clear that qF E ~2’. We have proved 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) If F E H$ and fF E J&Z C H$ for some scalar 
function f, then qF E J%? for some inner function q. 
(b) An invariant subspace contains all directions if and only if it 
contains all directions corresponding to unitary outer functions. 
(c) If E is unitary and outer and J.&’ contains fE for any scalar function 
f then there exists a unique inner function q such that gE E & if and 
only if g E qH2. 
DEFINITION 3. Let p, q be scalar inner functions. Then as in ([7], 
p. 166) we define p A q to be an inner function such that 
(p A q) H2 = pH2 n qH2, 
and we define p v q to be an inner function such that (p v q)H2 is the 
smallest invariant subspace of H2 containing pH2 and qH2. p v q and 
p A q are defined up to scalar factors of modulus 1. 
PROPOSITION 4. 
(4 Pq * Pr = P(q * 4, 
04 pq v pr = p(q v 9, 
(4 P/q * p/r = P/(q v r), 
(4 P/q v p/r = P/h A ~1. 
Proof. The proofs are all similar. We prove only (c) which we will 
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use later. For p, q of modulus 1 a.e. let p C q mean pH2 C qH2. Then 
P/P ‘P/k? ” 4 and P/r 3 P/(4 ” 4 
and therefore 
Conversely, 
PIP A P/r c PIP and Pi4 A PI7 = PIG 
i.e., 
!dPIQ A PI4 CP and r(pl!? A P/Y) = P, 
and thus by (b) 
(P ” r)(Pl!7 A P/4 CP 
which is the opposite inclusion. 
If f, g E H2 and f = pfi , g = qg, where p, q are inner and fi , g, are 
outer, we define f A g and f v g to be p A q and p v q respectively. 
Ifsayf=O,wedefinefvg=q. 
Let @ be an inner function in the sense of Lax (i.e., @(eie) is a.e. a 
unitary operator on S, and %(ei@) eE H$ for all e ES). If X is 
finite dimensional det 9!! is a scalar inner function and it is known 
([3], p. 70) that @H&3 (det @) H$ . We define as in ([3], p. 81) the 
minimal inner function of % to be the scalar inner function q such that 
(i) 4H$3 qH’$ 
(ii) if 4PH$ r> pH$ , then pH$ C qH$ . 
We note that Helson calls q the characteristic inner function of a’. 
We now let A! be a fixed invariant subspace of H$ containing all 
directions. For a unitary outer function E let qE be (as in Proposition 
2c) the smallest inner function such that qE E A. In particular, 
regarding an element e E ~9 as a constant function in Hs , we define 
qe for e E 2. 
LEMMA 5. Let e, , e, be linearly independent, let q1 = qe, , q2 = qe, , 
and suppose ql and q2 are Jinite Blaschke products. Then there exists a 
linear combination f = ae, + be, such that qr = ql A q2 . In fact, 
the set of unit vectors f fm which qt # q1 A q2 is $nite. 
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Proof. Let Z1 be the subspace spanned by e, , e2 and let 
Hsl = (F E H$ : F(e’“) = fl(e”) e, + f2(ei2) e,}. 
LetA1=.&AH$,l. Then ~&‘r = 4YH$ where & is unitary when 
restricted to 3F1 and % = 0 on s’?‘~‘-. Let 9Y have matrix (fii). Then 
qf E A?, where f = ae, + be, if and only if there exist g, , g, E Hz 
such that 
Thus 
gl = d&2 - V12) 
det % 
and g2 = d-d21 + bfll) 
det??l ’ 
If g, , g, E H2 then 
(det @) H2 1 q(afi2 - b&J H2, 
(det @) H2 3 q(--af21 + bflJ H2, 
and therefore 
Thus the smallest q for which g, , g, E H2 is 
In particular 
det @ det % 
q1 = f22 ” f2l 
and 
q2=fi2v 
It was shown in ([7], p. 168)r that the minimal inner function of f& is 
q = fll ” fi2 ” f2l ” f22 
and we note (using Proposition 4c) that q = ql A q2 . The minimal 
inner function q is clearly a finite Blaschke product and since 
1 The theorem referred to in ([7j, p. 168) is misstated there. An examination of 
the proof will reveal that the formula given here is correct. 
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q2H2 C (det @) H2 C qH2 ([3], p. 81), it follows that det @ is also a 
finite Blaschke product. If for f = e, + be, it happens that 
qr # q then some inner function p divides both (fa2 - bf,,) and 
(-fil + bf,,), but p does not divide all of fil , fiz , fil and fiz (i.e., 
p(fil v fiz v fil v f.a) $ Hz). p divides det ‘?& and is a finite Blaschke 
product and therefore for some / A 1 < 1 and some integer K, it will 
happen that 
divides (fit - bf,,) and C-f21 + %A 
but notfll v h2 v fil v fi2 . If, say,f,,(h) or an appropriate derivative 
is not zero, then 
But the number of possible h’s is finite and therefore so is the number 
of vectors f = e, + be, such that qt # q. 
It seems likely that this lemma remains essentially true without the 
assumption that q1 and q2 are finite Blaschke products. However 
the lemma as stated suffices for present purposes and we do not here 
pursue the matter any further. 
We can now prove our first main theorem. 
THEOREM 6. If f or every e E s+? there exists a Jinite Blaschke 
product qe such that qee E A’, then there exists a $nite Blmchke product 
q such that A 3 qH$ . 
Proof. Let A!% = (e E &’ : qe has <n zeros (counted according to 
multiplicity)}. We want to show that A?% is closed. Let {e,} C .4!% 
and suppose e, + e. Let 
Since l/(1 - Xx) is outer for 1 h 1 < 1, it follows that 
Choose a subsequence so that A+ + A, , A,,,* -+ A, ,..., A,,,% + A, . 
Then 
If for any A+ it happens that 1 A, ( = 1, the corresponding factor 
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x - A, is outer and thus e E An-r as well as A%~ . Thus some A$?~ 
contains a sphere {X : [I x - x,, 11 < E>. If y E 2, then 
x”+2,;Yll 
-yrEfi. 
Clearly then y E &Yak . On the other hand if it were false that A? 3 QH$ 
for some 4, then letting e, , e2 , e3 ,... be an orthonormal basis for X’, 
we must have 
/j qiH2 = (0). 
But by the lemma we can for any n find ay such that qU = q1 A *** A qn 
and this contradicts the fact that y E ~%‘a~ for all y. 
If T is a bounded operator on the underlying Hilbert space 2, 
11 T II < 1, there are at least two ways of associating to T an inner 
function. One, due to Rota [6] and Lowdenslager assigns to T any 
inner function 4, corresponding to the invariant subspace of Hs 
which is the orthogonal complement in H$ of all elements of the 
form 
e + (Te)z + (T2e)z2 + (T3e)z3 + *-* 
where e E 3’. The other, due to Potopov ([5], p. 145), involves the 
explicit formula 
-y;.(z) = (I - T*T)-l’2 (z - Y-*)(1 - zT)-1 (I - TT*)l’2. 
These invariant subspaces are relatively easy to describe in concrete 
terms and provide a convenient source of examples and counter- 
examples for questions on invariant subspaces. See for example [S] 
and [9]. 
It is known ([a, p. 161) that the Rota subspace of T is (x - T*)H$ . 
Our second main theorem can now be stated. 
THEOREM 7. A Rota or Potopov subspace &! contains all directions 
if and only if T satis$es a polynomial equation, in which case 4 3 qH$ 
where q is the jinite Blaschke product whose zeros are the roots (repeated 
according to multiplicity) of the minimal polynomial of T*. 
Proof. Suppose A? = (x - T*)H$ contains all directions. Then 
given e E A? there exists an inner function qe and F, E H$ such that 
(z - T*) F, = qee. W e can choose F, and qe so that they have no 
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common scalar inner factor. Then for x $ a(T*) and, in particular, 
for]ITll<lz] <lwehave 
F,(z) = q@(z)@ - T*)-l e. 
Since (zz - T*)-l is 1 - 1 for z 4 o(T*), it follows that if F,(z) = 0 
for some I x 1 > jl T 11, then qe(z) = 0. SinceF, and pe have no common 
inner factor it follows that p,(z) # 0 for I/ T I] < 1 z I < 1, and thus 
qt: has only finitely many zeros. If ~~(2) has a nontrivial singular 
factorp ([4], p. 66), then 
&F,(a) = f$J (z - T*)-l e 
is bounded for 11 T 11 < j z I < 1 and is therefore a bounded analytic 
function. Thus if p divides qe it divides F, which is contrary to hypoth- 
esis. Thus qe is a finite Blaschke product and by our earlier theorem 
there is a fixed finite Blaschke product q such that .A’ 3 qH$ . We 
choose q to be minimal with respect to this property. We note that the 
element F,(z) such that (x - T*) F,(z) = q(x)e is uniquely determined 
by e and q since if (z - T*) F = (z - T*)G then x(F - G) = 
T*(F - G) which would contradict the fact that I] T II < 1 if F # G. 
Thus the mapping 
Fe64 A,:e-+---- 
4(4 
is well defined if z is not a zero of q and since (x - T*) A,e = e, 
it follows that a(T*) is contained in the zeros of q. Let h E u( T*) 
be a zero of q. Then I](z - T*)-l II --t co as z --+ A. Since F,(z) = 
q(x)(x - T*)-le remains bounded near X it follows that h is a pole of 
(z - T*)-l. Thus u(T*) consists of a finite set of poles of (z - T*)-l 
and T* satisfies a polynomial equation ([2], p. 582). It follows from the 
proof (not the statement) of Theorem 12 in ([fl, p. 164) that the 
minimal p such that A’ 3pH, 2 has as its zeros the roots of the 
minimal polynomial of T* with appropriate multiplicities. Finally we 
note that having proved the theorem for Rota subspaces it fol- 
lows immediately for Potopov subspaces since the Potopov 
subspace is just (I - T*T)-l12& and A? 3 qH$ if and only if 
(I - T*T)-1/2& 3 qH$ . 
We note the following curious corollary. 
COROLLARY 8. There does not exist any bounded operator T on 
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S with infinitely many distinct eigenvalues such that every vector in a 
Hamel basis for SF is an eigenvector. 
Proof. We can assume 11 T 11 < 1. If Te = Xe then 
(2~ - T)(l - xZ)-l e = (z - A)(1 - XZ)-~ e 
is in the Rota subspace of T*. If qe # (z - X)(1 - AZ)-’ then qe would 
be one. But this is false since otherwise there would exist FE H$ , 
with Fourier series Cz+, vnx”, ~~ E 2 and C 11 vn ]I2 < co, such that 
(z - T) F = e. Thus TV,, = e and Ty, = vn-.l , or 
Tnvn = Tn-lv,-l = . . . = p7,, . 
Since Ij yn II ---t 0 and ]I T I] < 1 we must have v,, = 0 and e = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Clearly for every e E 2, qe is a finite Blaschke 
product, since writing e = aleI + *-* + anen, where the ej’s are in the 
Hamel basis, then q,H2 1 (ql A *** A qn)H2. Thus (z - T)H$ 
satisfies the hypothesis of the last theorem but, because of Lemma 5, 
the conclusion of this theorem cannot hold. 
A direct argument, suggested to the author by Professor Lucien 
Waelbroeck, will also prove the above corollary. Define the height 
of an element e E z&’ to be the dimension of the subspace spanned by 
e, Te, T2e, . . . . Then every element is of finite height, and an argument 
very similar to the proof of Theorem 6 gives the result. 
A basic question in the study of invariant subspaces is whether there 
are any maximal invariant subspaces not of codimension one. The 
non-existence of such subspaces would imply that every bounded 
operator on a Hilbert space of dimension greater than one has a proper 
invariant subspace ([3], p. 106). W e include here two rather striking 
unpublished results (Theorems 9 and 10) of Helson which show that 
invariant subspaces which contain all directions and are not of 
codimension one can not be maximal. 
THEOREM 9 (Helson). If 4 is maximal and J/I 3 qH$ for some 
inner q then A? is of codimension one and q can be taken to be a single 
Blaschke factor. 
Proof. Choose q so that qH$ is the largest such subspace con- 
tained in ~2’. If q is not a single Blaschke factor then q = pr, where 
p, r are inner and nonconstant. Let 
A’ = (FE H$ :~FE&}. 
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Then A!CA’CH$. If A’ = H$ then A’ 3 pH& contrary to 
hypothesis. If A?’ = A% then choosing FE rH$ such that F $ A? 
we have pF = pr(fF) = q(fF) E A!, and therefore FE A, which 
is again a contradiction. Thus q is a single Blaschke factor 
(z - X)(1 - XX)-? N ow let T : H$ -+ &’ be defined by TF = F(h). 
Then 7~4’ = SF,, C A? is a closed subspace of &‘. If Z’ is a closed sub- 
space of 2, T-‘(Z) is invariant since if F(z,) E A?’ then xF(x,) E 8’. 
The correspondence T-‘(A?‘) t) A?’ between invariant subspaces of 
H$ containing qH> and all subspaces Z’ of 2 is 1 - 1 and So 
must therefore be maximal as a subspace of A@. Thus Z,, is of 
codimension 1 and JZ%’ is of codimension 1. 
THEOREM 10 (Helson). If A? is maximal and not of codimension I,
then for each FE A%’ the unitary outer function E in the direction of F 
is also in A?. 
Proof. Let FE H$ , F = qfE, where E is unitary and outer, 
q is inner and f is outer. Clearly qE E A? (by Proposition 2~). Let 
.A’-=@A’nH$. ThenA?C~CH~.If~=H~theni@%I)H~ 
and A? 3 qH$ which contradicts Theorem 9. Thus JV = A! and 
qqE = EEA!. 
Thus a maximal invariant subspace which contains all directions 
and is not of codimension 1 would contain all the constants, which 
is absurd. 
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